The Embassy has brought the Department's attention to the fact that the Soviet-produced film FALL OF BERLIN was shown to the public in one of Tehran's cinemas. This film was withdrawn at the request of the Iranian Government and replaced with NORTH STAR, an American-made film with a pro-Russian slant. Although NORTH STAR only played about a week, the Embassy is interested in preventing a repetition of the showing of this film.

Feature films are normally leased by exhibitors in Iran for a period of three years. As NORTH STAR is quite an old film, in all probability the lease has expired. It is a common practice for exhibitors in Iran to run films when legally they do not have the right to do so. For obvious reasons the Embassy has not made any special inquiry into the status of NORTH STAR.

The Embassy would like to suggest, however, that the Department approach the U.S. distributor and request that prints of this film be withdrawn from circulation. To display publicly an American-made film which praises the Soviet Union can do considerable harm at this time. The Embassy feels certain that if the distributor knew the circumstances and the effect this film has in Iran he would be equally interested in seeing that it is no longer shown. Although NORTH STAR is the only film of this type that has come to the Embassy's attention, there are no doubt others made, with good intentions, when U.S.-Soviet relations were better than they are now. The distributors could assist the Embassy's information program by making every effort to see that such films are not shown in critical areas such as this.
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